The Glass Racking Company transport A-Rack system has been developed to allow users to reduce double handling of glass products within the shop and when delivering to customers. The system comprises transport A-Racks, purpose built trucks, and proven process and procedure.
TRANSPORT A-RACKS

The Glass Racking Company transport A-Racks have been developed with the glass industry with the following goals:

1. Allow loading direct from the IGU production line
2. Secure the glass load safely and quickly
3. Allow quick and safe loading to a purpose built vehicle using either forklifts or overhead cranes
4. Galvanized for longevity and appearance
5. Allow quick and safe unloading at customer shop

Key components of The Glass Racking Company transport A-Racks are:

1. Mild steel construction for strength and durability, galvanized for longevity
2. Aluminum components for reduced weight
3. Quality USA castors for long life and ease of movement
4. Safety arms for securing the glass within the shop, and The Glass Racking Company’s strap pole based glass retention system for transportation
5. Handles to ease movement around the shop
6. Lifting eyes and forklift pockets for craning the transport A-Racks onto and off the trucks, and also for onsite work
7. All bearing surfaces clad in The Glass Racking Company non-marking polymer
8. A tongue and container lockdown point for ease of securing onto a purpose built truck
9. Ability to carry IGUs up to 79” x 70” with optional endplates to avoid overloading
TRANSPORT A-RACK TRUCKS

The Glass Racking Company transport A-Rack trucks have been developed with the glass industry with the following goals:
1. Quick and safe loading and unloading of pre-loaded transport A-Racks
2. Quality securing system
3. Provision for both transport A-Rack glass and also oversize glass
4. A scaleable solution from small to large trucks and trailers
5. Curtain sided for security and advertizing

Key components of The Glass Racking Company transport A-Rack trucks are:
1. Side loaded for ease of load and unload of transport A-Racks
2. A full length flat glass storage system on the non-loading side for oversize glass
3. Options for incorporating other types of glass and window transportation alongside transport A-Racks
4. Container lockdown and tongue based A-Rack securing system to ensure a safe and secure load
5. Recessed deck to allow the transport A-Rack castors to assist with positioning while not hindering the securing of the A-Rack
6. Tarp sided design to protect the load from the weather and road debris, and also to provide for extensive advertizing
7. Available on a range of different truck manufacturers cab chassis
SYSTEMS

The Glass Racking Company has been supplying the glass industry with transport A-Rack solutions for many years, and has developed many processes and procedures to assist customers to maximize the benefit received through using The Glass Racking Company system.

The Glass Racking Company also provides A-Rack lifters to assist with the overhead crane loading of transport A-Racks into a covered truck.

SUMMARY OF THE BENEFITS

Benefits of The Glass Racking Company transport A-Rack system include:

1. Reduced double handling of glass, leading to time savings and reduced damage and rework
2. Improved service provided to the glass companies customers by assisting with reducing their double handling and damage
3. The trucks ensure that both transport A-Racks and oversize glass is delivered to the customer on one vehicle in one visit, for reduced cost
4. This is a proven system that is currently used by many glass companies.

TRANSPORT A-RACKS

Contact us today to discuss your glass and window transportation needs.

HOW TO PURCHASE

Contact your local representative in USA and Canada.

The Glass Racking Company
Seattle :: 206 763 7811 , Vancouver :: 604 970 9181
Email: glass@metalcraft.co.nz  www.theglassrackingcompany.com